
Advanced Managed Investments in the most promising Blockchain and Crypto Applications 

This presentation refers to a proposal for a potential investment which will be managed/advised by Blockchain Investments & Co. 
This proposal has not been launched yet and has not received regulatory approval. All information included in this presentation is 
tentative and may change. This presentation is for information and discussion purposes only and is not an invitation to invest.

Confidential



Company 

Background



One of the first 

blockchain investment 

companies – knowledge, 

expertise and 

performance 

since 2015

The most advanced crypto investment company – combining both 
human expertise and carefully curated trading algorithms

Highly experienced investor with specialized domain expertise in 
Blockchain Technology

Offering a secure environment using enterprise grade security

The most transparent in the market – full insights to your own portfolio 
data and real-time transactions

Combining deep technological and financial expertise on digital assets 
Producer of crypto ratings, price predictions and blockchain data

Allowing custom solutions adapted for each specific market condition
Known from



Driven by Performance, 

Experience and Trust

Founded by a former employee of the Dutch Central Bank and European 
Central Bank, with over six years of experience and a track record of 
outperforming the market with analyses, algorithms and management

Blockchain Investments & Co. has deep domain expertise and access to 
specialist managers, a real edge in this nascent and highly complex field and 
results in access to the best projects at the best possible terms

Blockchain Technology is in the early stages of creating an Internet of Value 
and its impact will be as transformative to society and the economy  as the 
Internet of Information

Investors achieve broad exposure to a large, but curated, selection of the 
most promising digital assets with the goal to gain early exposure to some 
of the leading digital networks of the future

Partner of

International Association of
Trusted Blockchain Applications



Past 
Performance*

Partner of

International Association of
Trusted Blockchain Applications

* Average of the client portfolios of 
Blockchain Investments & Co, net results.

Our clients Total Market Bitcoin

2018 -2 % -72 % -59 %

2019 36 % 52 % 87 %

2020 405 % 294 % 308 %

2021 258 % 182 % 55 %



Our Team

CEO / Partner

Jan-Maarten Prevoo

Chief Technology Officer

Philipp Schmitz-Justen

Head of Research

Alfred Prevoo

Office Location:

The Mint
Leidseweg 90

3531 BG Utrecht

The Netherlands

Sven Brekelmans
Operational Advisor

Menno Wierema
Strategic Advisor

Bas van der Zalm
Business Strategy Advisor Advisor

Camron Miraftab



Crypto Asset

Landscape



A Rapid Changing Investment Paradigm

An evolving  market paradigm  
characterized by  slower 
economic  growth, high debt  
burdens, and  divergent 
monetary  and fiscal policies

Rapid advancements  in 
technology are changing how 
money  is managed, how risk  
is measured and how  clients 
interact with  their investments

Regulatory change is reshaping  
industry economics  and 
significantly  increasing the cost  
of compliance

Demographic shifts are 
underway,  driven by the 
next  generation of  investors 
entering  their prime earning  
years and baby  boomers 
facing  retirement

Digital assets are at the center of several trends reshaping the investment paradigm.



It’s Still  Early

Digital assets are still only a tiny fraction of the size of other markets.

TheWorld’sMoney&Markets (bln)

$569 $1,720
Digital
Assets

Mobile
Payments
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$5,808 $7,177
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Balance
Sheet

$7,600

Global
Pension Fund 

Assets in  
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$12,751
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Global Debt

Sources: Bloomberg, World Gold Council, BIS, CoinMarketCap.com, November 30, 2020.



A New  
Asset Class

Digital assets have a distinct set of properties unlike any other asset class:

Because of these properties, digital assets have characteristics to provide 
both inflation protection and growth exposure concurrently.

Digital currencies

• Store-of-value characteristics similar  to 
physical assets, like precious metals

• Global transaction network
• Global distributed ledger for real-time  

tracking and settlement

Other digital assets

• Decentralized applications (DApps)
• File storage
• Social networks
• Media platforms
• Asset tracking and transfer



The Power of  
Diversification “54% of respondents predict the price of 

Bitcoin will be between USD 40K-100K in 
12 months, while 22% predict it will be 
>100k USD in 12 months.” 

Source: Goldman Sachs Digital Assets Client Survey, 2021-03-03

In the relatively short time they have existed, the correlation of major asset classes and 
currencies to digital assets has ranged from slightly negative to slightly positive, showing
little-to-no correlation. As a result, digital assets may be considered a diversifying component
within multi-asset class portfolios.

Moreover, many digital assets appear to be imperfectly correlated to one another.
This means there could be diversification benefits to holding multiple digital assets within a portfolio.



Bitcoin 
Long Term 
Development

Stock to flow is a primary indicator of Bitcoin prices. With a limited Bitcoin supply and increasing 
demand, the price is estimated to continue in an upwards trajectory. With each halving, a four-
year change in monetary policy, Bitcoin enters a new cycle.
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Our Investment 
Options



Blockchain 
Investments & Co.’s 
Unique Proposition

Each investment is thesis-driven 
and carefully curated

Selection

Diversity

Optimization

Live View

A broad selection is made 
of the most promising 
applications

Dynamic Market Loss Detection 
and Rebalancing Algorithms

Access to real-time performance 
using our native mobile app and 

company Dashboard



Our 4 portfolios

Strategy: Neutral. Volatility: High.

Portfolio allocation to a pool of curated, 
hand-picked crypto assets, with a high 
growth potential, outsizing the growth 
potential of already large crypto assets 
such as Bitcoin. Strengths are its diversity, 
high potential and transparency. The 
actively managed portfolio is powered by 
advanced algorithms, including dynamic
market fall detection, rebalancing and 
portfolio optimization. 

Strategy: Offensive. Volatility: High.

Portfolio allocation to a pool of very young, 
carefully selected crypto assets, with a 
very high growth potential, building the 
future of Web 3.0. Strengths are its early 
stage, high potential and transparency. The 
managed portfolio is tailored to existing 
trends, are obtained through decentralized 
exchanges and allocated using the latest 
protocols and asset allocation methods.

Strategy: Neutral. Volatility: Low.

Portfolio allocation to a small number 
of crypto assets that optimizes yield by 
automatically allocating assets to the 
highest yielding fixed income opportunities 
to deliver a high interest rate. It serves as 
an advanced alternative to a bank account 
and is part of the fastest growing sector in 
blockchain, Decentralized Finance (DeFi). 
Strengths are its stability, solidity and very 
high potential.

Strategy: Defensive. Volatility: Low.

Portfolio allocation to a market cap 
weighted index of crypto, rebalanced on a 
daily basis, to ensure a long-term strategic 
allocation. This index follows the market 
and ensures a steady and diverse spread of 
crypto. Strengths are its longevity, a hands-
off approach and its defensive perspective 
on the crypto market.

Portfolio IV:   IndexPortfolio I:   Algorithmic Portfolio III:   YieldPortfolio II:   Moonshots

Minimum Investment: € 100k



Alternative 
Crypto Assets 
Price History

Portfolio I and II: 

Some of our asset choices

UNI
UniSwap

ADA
Cardano

LINK
ChainLink

Uniswap is a popular decentralized 
trading protocol, known for its role in 
facilitating automated trading of 
decentralized finance (DeFi) tokens.

Cardano is a proof-of-stake blockchain 
platform with the stated goal to allow 
“changemakers, innovators and visionaries” 
to bring about positive global change.

Chainlink is a platform that aims to bridge 
the gap between blockchain technology-
based smart contracts (made widespread 
by Ethereum), and real world applications. 

▴ 38.7 ▴ 375 ▴ 1,000

% 7d % 1m % 1y

▴ 30.2 ▴ 330 ▴ 2,000

% 7d % 1m % 1y

▴ 2.2 ▴ 85 ▴ 800

% 7d % 1m % 1y

Portfolio I Portfolio II Portfolio III Portfolio IV



Crypto Savings 
Yield Rates

Portfolio III and IV: 

Replacing bank savings 

accounts

BUSD
Binance

USD

DAI
Maker DAI

Mixed
New assets

Binance USD is a 1:1 USD-backed stable coin 
issued by Binance (in partnership with 
Paxos). Approved and regulated by the New 
York State Department of Financial Services 
(NYDFS).

The price of DAI is soft-pegged to the U.S. 
dollar and is collateralized by a mix of other 
cryptocurrencies that are deposited into 
smart-contract vaults every time new DAI is 
minted.

Blockchain Investments & Co. is always 
looking for new opportunities and 
interesting yield rates. As an investor, you 
get first privilege in making use of these 
opportunities.

Stable 6 %

Annual Percentage Rate

Stable 15 %

Annual Percentage Rate

Tbd

Annual Percentage Rate

Portfolio I Portfolio II Portfolio III Portfolio IV



Costs

* Quarterly recalibrated and deducted from portfolio

Dashboard / App / Algorithms

Management fee 

Performance fee

EUR 99 / month 

1.8 percent (Annual Percentage Rate) 
of committed capital*

20 percent of return / profit, incl. 
2y rolling High-Water-Mark* Re
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Application:
Open-ended

Portfolio Start

Timeline

Open-Ended

Costs are excl. VAT



Your Dashboard

Favorites

Cryptocurrencies

News



Your App



Summary

Blockchain Technology is in the early stages of 
creating an Internet of Value, the impact of  
which will be as transformative to society and the 
economy as the Internet of Information. We view 
blockchain technology as a new paradigm that 
will disrupt existing  industries, more and faster 
than anything before it, and offers a once-in-a-
generation investment opportunity.

Fastest Growing Asset Class: 
Blockchain Technology

Offers investors an optimized opportunity to gain 
early exposure to the leading digital networks of 
the future, some of which we believe will become 
tremendously valuable over time. We have built 
the in-house expertise, performance algorithms 
and network to effectively capitalize on this 
enormous opportunity.

Blockchain Investments & Co.: 
Experience, Performance, Trust

Enabling deep fundamental analysis, backtested
advanced trading algorithms and tailored 
management, we have outperformed the market 
and aim to continue to do so with these 
dedicated portfolios.

Dedicated Portfolio: 
Optimized for Purpose



Disclosures 
& Other
Information

All content is original and has been researched and produced by Blockchain 
Investments & Co. (“Blockchain Investments”), unless otherwise stated herein. No 
part of this content may be reproduced in any form, or referred to in any other
publication, without the express consent of Blockchain Investments.

This content is for informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer to 
sell or the solicitation of an offer to sell or buy any security in any jurisdiction 
where such an offer or solicitation would be illegal. There is not enough 
information contained in this content to make an investment decision and any 
information contained herein should not be used as a basis for this purpose. This 
content does not constitute a recommendation or take into account the particular 
investment objectives, financial situations, or needs of investors. Investors are not 
to construe this content as legal, tax or investment advice, and should consult their
own advisors concerning an investment in digital assets. The price and value of 
assets referred to in this content and the income from them may fluctuate. Past 
performance is not indicative of the future performance of any assets referred to 
herein. Fluctuations in exchange rates could have adverse effects on the value or
price of, or income derived from, certain investments.

Certain of the statements contained herein may be statements of future expecta-
tions and other forward-looking statements that are based on Blockchain 
Investments’ views and assumptions and involve known and unknown risks and 
uncertainties that could cause actual results, performance or events to differ 
materially from those expressed or implied in such statements. In addition to 
statements that are forward-looking by reason of context, the words “may, will, 
should, could, can, expects, plans, intends, anticipates, believes, estimates, predicts, 
potential, projected, or continue” and similar expressions identify forward-looking 
statements. Blockchain Investments assumes no obligation to update any forward-
looking statements contained herein and you should not place undue reliance on 
such statements, which speak only as of the date hereof. Although Blockchain 
Investments has taken reasonable care to ensure that the information contained 
herein is accurate, no representation or warranty (including liability towards third 
parties), expressed or implied, is made by Blockchain Investments as to its accuracy, 
reliability or completeness. You should not make any investment decisions based on 
these estimates and forward-looking statements.

Investments in the portfolios are speculative investments that involve high
degrees of risk, including a partial or total loss of invested funds. Blockchain 
Investments’ portfolios are not suitable for any investor that cannot afford 
loss of the entire investment. Any interested party declares explicitly and 
without reservation that it is fully aware of the major (financial) risks 
associated with crypto assets, and that it accepts these major (financial) 
risks including, but not limited to, the risk of losing the entire amount 
invested in euros. 

This information should not be relied upon as research, investment advice, or 
a recom- mendation regarding any products, strategies, or any security in 
particular. This material is strictly for illustrative, educational, or informational
purposes and is subject to change.

Client declares that it is aware that investing in crypto assets, and thus the 
performance of the Portfolio, is currently entirely outside the financial 
supervision of the Dutch Authority for the Financial Markets (AFM) and De 
Nederlandsche Bank NV (DNB). 

© 2021 Blockchain Investments & Co. B.V. . All rights reserved. 

For more information:
www.blockchaininvestments.nl

info@blockchaininvestments.nl

+31 20 215 9305



Appendix



Investing in Protocols

Interledger

• Combines known currencies (fiat) with 
crypto

• Allows trustless exchange through 
trustless escrow accounts

• Keeps transaction screening possible
• Building the future payment rails

Cosmos

• Zone (‘sub blockchain’) based, 
connecting the dots

• Token based for consensus and 
transaction fees

• Ensuring siloed systems can connect in a 
secure and decentralized manner

Polkadot

• Parachain (‘sub blockchains’) based, 
enabling a tree structure

• Parachains plugin to the general 
consensus model for efficiency

• Token based for validation and for 
voting protocol evolution

• Platform for building apps of Web 3.0



Crypto History

2008 2009 2014 2017 2021

Bitcoin 
Whitepaper 
published

Bitcoin 
Launched

Ethereum
(#2 crypto) 
Launched

ICO (Initial 
Coin Offering) 

Boom

Institutional 
Adoption


